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The following research aims to debunk some of the existing myths about 

the lack of humour in the German-speaking cultural space using the material 

of the German-speaking comedy in the sphere of stand-up while also 

developing a theoretical basis for the humor’s analysis with the help of 

contextual, linguistic, and pragmatic analysis.  

The phenomena of humor and laughter have puzzled representatives of 

philosophical, psychological, and linguistic thought for centuries, starting  

with Plato, followed up with the early Christians and great thinkers, like  

R. Descartes, I. Kant, A. Schopenhauer, psychologists like Freud, even the 

author of the evolution theory, C. Darwin. [6, p. 4–8] Laughter has been 

thought to be a hostility reflex by some [6, p. 4] and called the ultimate relief 

instrument by others [6, p. 5], while the more modern scholars would call it a 

result of one’s expectations being violated [6, p. 8]. Throughout our research, 

we established that there is some confusion regarding what humor and 

laughter are. According to some sources [5, p. 2], laughter is the luxury reflex, 

summoning the coordination motion of 15 facial nerves, however serving no 

obvious biological purpose other than stress relief.  

As a comedic genre, stand-up comedy has existed for at least a hundred 

fifty plus years, thought to have originated in the 1840s in Great Britain. [1] 

However, stand-up comedy in its modern variation started to take form a 

couple of decades later with Mark Twain’s humoristic performances in the 

United States [1]. The genre evolved relatively slowly until the introduction of 
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radio and television to the mainstream, which forced the comedians to produce 

more material and publish it more frequently. Political and social humor was 

introduced by the comedians in the post-Second World War period [1]. These 

events coincided with the creation of the first comedy shows.  

In parallel, the comedy scene did not appear in Germany until the 1990 s, 

when the German-speaking audience first saw the performances of artists like 

Otto Waalkes [9].  

The present-day (the modern) stand-up comedy is a popular and rapidly 

growing comedy genre, manifesting itself in talk shows, reality shows, and 

content published on social media, like YouTube, Instagram or TikTok. 

Germany and other German-speaking countries are no exception. The modern 

social media tools allow users coming from within the country and outside to 

determine the popularity of certain individuals, channels, or media outlets. 

Therefore, the humor published on social media, preferably YouTube, but also 

Instagram and other platforms, will serve as the object of this research.  

In our research, we decided to investigate a collection of performances of 

various German comedians to form a certain corpus of micro-contexts, best 

suitable for detailed linguistic and pragmatical analysis. The search pool 

included a list of over 50 German-speaking comedians from Germany and 

other countries sharing the same cultural space. For the best possible scientific 

results, it was assumed that: 1. The comedians / artists performed using the 

German language; 2. The comedians / artists established themselves on the 

social media and have an active audience; 3. Analyzed were parts of the most 

recent performances throughout the span of 2015 – present.  

The list with the comedians’ names was formed after researching the 

German-language Internet portals, press releases and online media outlets in 

the years 2015 to present. That covered some of the more well-known 

publications like Zeit [8] and Spiegel [3], but also lesser-known ones, like 

Kratsch-Tratsch [4]. Included were the names of comedians, deemed ‘popular’ 

or mentioned as winners in various nominations during a limited timeframe. 

The list was later narrowed down to fifteen by applying the popularity filter – 

the comedians to make the list have a total audience of a 1 million viewers or 

followers, and more across the different social media (Facebook, YouTube, 

Instagram). This step was necessary to carry out an unbiased analysis of who 

the most popular comedians in the German-speaking cultural space were.  

The theory of scripts developed by Victor Raskin [7, p. 325–335] and the 

General verbal Theory of Humor by V. Raskin and S. Attardo [2, p. 27] 

constitute a theoretical foundation for the analysis of the proposed micro-

contexts. Other research methods included: the contextual and linguistic 
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analysis (on the phonetic, morphological, lexical, syntaxial and stylistic 

levels).  

The following research was intended to lay a theoretical foundation for 

humor analysis as well as to determine and analyse the functional elements in 

humor, that contribute to its effect, i.e., making the individual smile or laugh. It 

has been well established that humor sense can vary from one individual to 

another. The study results show, that while effective, German humor requires 

from the recipient a certain level of not only linguistical, but also cultural, 

political, and social competence for it to be considered ‘funny’ or ‘comical’.  
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